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MPH
Big Blue
A decade ago, 300,000 citizens of Philadelphia were suddenly lost in Oblivion. The government made every attempt to
recover them, but after many years, they gave up. Nathan Colewon't. He makes daily trips, risking his life to try and rescue
those still living in the apocalyptic hellscape of Oblivion. But maybeNathan is looking for something else? Why can't he
resist the siren call of the Oblivion Song? Collects OBLIVION SONG #1-6

Sizzlin' Sisters
It’s dangerous to go alone! Take this (book). For more than 30 years, The Legend of Zelda—which immerses players in a
courageous struggle against the shadowy forces of evil in a world of high fantasy—has spanned more than 30 different
installments, selling over 75 million copies. Today, it is one of the most beloved video game franchises around the globe.
Video game sales as a whole have continued to grow, now raking in twice as much money per year as the entire film
industry, and countless psychologists have turned their attention to the effects gaming has on us: our confidence, our
identity, and our personal growth. The Psychology of Zelda applies the latest psychological findings, plus insights from
classic psychology theory, to Link, Zelda, Hyrule, and the players who choose to wield the Master Sword. In The Psychology
of Zelda, psychologists who love the games ask: How do Link’s battles in Ocarina of Time against Dark Link, his monstrous
doppelganger, mirror the difficulty of confronting our personal demons and the tendency to be our own worst enemies?
What lessons about pursuing life’s greater meaning can we take away from Link’s quests through Hyrule and beyond the
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stereotypical video game scenario of rescuing a Princess (Zelda)? What do we experience as players when we hear that
familiar royal lullaby on the ocarina, Saria’s spirited melody in the Lost Woods, or the iconic main theme on the title screen?
How do the obstacles throughout Majora’s Mask represent the Five Stages of Grief? What can Link’s journey to overcome
the loss of the fairy Navi teach us about understanding our own grief and depression? Why are we psychologically drawn to
the game each and every time a new version becomes available even when they all have a similar storyline? Think you’ve
completed the quest? The Psychology of Zelda gives you new, thrilling dungeons to explore and even more puzzles to solve.

Hey Kids! Comics!
When a doctor and a filmmaker reconnect… Just who is healing whom? Two years ago, Dr. Wyatt Reid shared an
unforgettable goodbye kiss with Mia Fiore. Now a scuba diving accident brings the daredevil documentary filmmaker into
his San Francisco ER. Could this be their shot at a real relationship? But Wyatt, haunted by family tragedy, saves lives, and
Mia risks hers every day. Can they find the way to a future on both their terms?

Midnight Of The Soul
Oversexed Eevelutions follows the shenanigans of Sam, an average, everyday Eevee, as he deals with the daily happenings
living in a house full of not-so-average Eeveelutions. Name calling, personal space, and verious other issues plague his
mind. Find out how he handles these and other problems in this adult-rated, humorous mash-up.

Science Dog
Joel Breakstone, a GI liberator of Buchenwald and brutally damaged goods, follows a path of vengeance that leads to
redemption in a violent journey into his own heart of darknessin a spiritual adventure from comics' contemporary master
of crime and punishment, HOWARD CHAYKIN. Collects MIDNIGHT OF THE SOUL #1-5

Bayba, the 110 BJ's
Erik Erikson and the American Psyche is an intellectual biography which explores Erikson's contributions to the study of
infancy, childhood and ethical development in light of ego psychology, object-relations theory, Lacanian theory and other
major trends in psychoanalysis. It analyses Erikson's famous portraits of Luther, Gandhi and Jesus, and his own ambiguous
religious identity, in the context of his anguished childhood and adolescence, and his repeated emphasis on the need for
strong intergenerational bonds to insure mental health throughout the life cycle. Given Erikson's persistent efforts to
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harmonize psychoanalysis with history and the human sciences, it interprets his invention of psychohistory as a 'pseudoschism' which enabled Erikson to throw off the stifling constraints of Freudian orthodoxy, disclosing the personal and
intellectual tensions that prevailed between him and many leaders of the International Psychoanalytic Association. Finally, it
demonstrates the enduring relevance of Erikson's unique perspective on human development to our increasingly screensaturated, drug addled postmodern - or 'posthuman' - culture, and the ways in which his posthumous neglect foreshadows
the possible death of psychoanalysis in North America.

Cooking Jewish
Connie dreams of being a super-model. ThereÂ¬ps only one problem. Her hour-glass figure is too voluptuous. So, she goes
to the dietician who prescribes her a supposedly miracle pill. The pills end up doing nothing for her figure, but oh, the
miracle they perform on her heretofore repressed libido! A funny wild sexual romp, much lighter than Convent of Hell but
just as mouth-wateringly painted.

By Chance Or Providence
HEY KIDS! COMICS! takes its cue from nearly a century of turbulence and triumph, despair and drama in the comics racket.
Artists and writers, con men and clowns, ganefs and gangsters create the foundations of today's biggest entertainment
businessÑor at least the tail that wags the dog. Some of it really happened, and the names have been changed to protect
the innocent and guilty Éalthough in the end, everyone was guilty of something. Collects HEY KIDS! COMICS! #1-5

Erik Erikson and the American Psyche
This is it! The complete collection of comics conveying the cobalt crusader with colossal casabas. The volume collects
chapter 1-6 of "Big Blue" with tons of bonus art and a new introduction by Mase Corgan.Looking at the comic book superheroines of today, whether the mainstream heroic honeys or the hard-core hotties from the hentai, you'll notice one thing.
Well . . . two things, specifically, their comically colossal cans, their preposterously pendulous pillows, their hilariously
humungous hooters. Given how long it would take to pull those things into spandex, I often wonder how they find the time
to patrol the city. Then I realized, no one ever made a story where the heroine's impossibly large breasts ARE her superpower. I pitched "a super-heroine who fights crime with her boobs" to Mariano Navarro and Hernán Cabrera and I heard
them scream with joy despite the fact that we were corresponding via e-mail.In "Big Blue" extra-terrestrial Yaelin, the
eponymous heroine, protects the planet from peril with her powerhouse pontoons. She'll face equally bizarre villains and
maybe find romance with a human, all in her journey to foil a plan to destroy the Earth with breasts (you'll have to wait until
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the last issue to get the specifics on the malevolent machinations mustering mammaries). It's not just a bawdy book of
bodacious boobs. It IS a bawdy book of bodacious boobs, but it's more than that. The strong female character, intricate
storytelling and eye-popping artwork will appeal to a broad range of readers. Will you enjoy it? To quote the world's worst
roulette player, "Always Bet on Blue!"

Candice at Sea
Growing up in Detroit, Roscoe and his friends know all about hard luck. But their fates take a different turn when they
stumble upon a street drug called MPH -- little pills that give them the power of super speed, and the opportunity of a
lifetime. But zooming through their riches has its downsides. When time is your only asset, what happens when the clock
runs out? Collects MPH #1-4

Rise of the Magi
Molly Fredrickson is a student at college in San Diego and busy finding out all the fun, rude and lewd stuff you can do as a
free, far-from-home, college student! Room-mates, faculty, basketball teams, oh yeah! There's plenty on her horny plate. In
Peanut Butter Vol.5, Molly gets to read her friend Erica's hot diary. Some of her experiences take a trip on the edge.

Ima Real
A convent in Spain. Nuns going about their routine in the name of God. But all is not quite as it seems. There are cracks on
the surface. Some nuns seem to harbor secret lusts for each other. Then there's an accident in the cellar revealing a very
old condemned door found on no plan. One of the less holy nuns has a satanic nightmare about it. She decides to find out.
What she unleashes is an unholy bedlam of depravity and lust! Beautifully painted and full of very raw sexual energy!

Casa Howhard, Volume 5
The best-selling series finally sees its second volume collecting the rest of the stories of the Piano Tuner who gets to tune a
lot more than a bunch of grand pianos. Somehow, he always seems to know just the right tune of the women he visits
turning them into lecherous wretches at his command! Just as beautifully painted by Noe as ever.

Haunt
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The train can be quite an erotic experience, the getaway, the sensual bounce, the vibrations our lady-men cannot but
succumb to the delights of the trip along with anyone willing to ride with them. Includes a sweet wink at x-rated manga in a
dream. Campy fun with quite a twist as only Baldazzini can deliver!

Dead Body Road
Graham Kennedy and Others Revealed
A collection of new comics by Ern, including the feature comic where Rocketgirl learns how to play ring toss with a big
horsey.

The Psychology of Zelda
On Halloween night two buddies decided to play a trick on the class brain. They wanted to scare him to death, and
invitedsome of their friends along. They went deep into the Caverna del Diablo, thinking to leave their victim down in the
dark depths. Little did they know that something else was down there.

Of This Much I'm Sure
Ring Around the Horsey +
Hirokazu finds himself seduced by his classmate, Akazaki, but he is still drawn to his sister, Honoka. Next, a junior high
student, Toyomoto, fell in love with Iizuka when he first saw her playing baseball. Now as a high school student, Iizuka
offers to become Toyomoto's girlfriend, but he must pass his exam before he is able to see all of her. And, Haruto eagerly
obeys his elder sister Aisa's every command -- especially the ones that involve seduction!

The Convent of Hell
"Plutona created by Emi Lenox; Plutona's Last Adventure by Jeff Lemire"--Title page verso.
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Hell-O-ween
A haunted house story for the 21st century, INFIDEL follows an American Muslim woman and her multi-racial neighbors who
move into a building haunted by entities that feed off xenophobia. Best-selling editor PORNSAK PICHETSHOTE (Swamp
Thing, Daytripper, The Unwritten) makes his comics writing debut alongside artist extraordinaire AARON CAMPBELL (The
Shadow, James Bond: Felix Leiter), award-winning colorist and editor JOSE VILLARRUBIA (Batman: Year 100, Spider-Man:
Reign) and letterer / designer JEFF POWELL (SCALES AND SCOUNDRELS). Like nothing I've read beforeÉ Highly
recommended. STEVE NILES (30 Days of Night, WINNEBAGO GRAVEYARD) Believable horror that's as unsettling as it is
beautiful to look at. JOCK (WYTCHES) "Brilliant horror with a terrifying contemporary resonance. This feels way, way too
real." - MIKE CAREY (Lucifer) Collects INFIDEL #1-5

Ane Kyun
A young man returns home to his family's estate after a long mission at sea. Imagine his shock (well, more amazed stroke
of luck) to find three young women enjoying an impromptu sleep-over, exchanging sexy stories of recent erotic adventures.
Hey, it could happen! At least in the world Norberto Serrano creates in this richly detailed and beautifully illustrated tale of
torrid love and unbridled passion! A superheated collection of carnal pleasures, in VERY graphic form!

Red Angel #2
BY CHANCE OR PROVIDENCE collects BECKY CLOONAN's award-winning trilogy: WOLVES, THE MIRE, and DEMETER, with
lush colors by LEE LOUGHRIDGE and a sketchbook/illustration section. These stories cast a spell of hypnotic melancholy,
weaving their way through medieval landscapes of ancient curses and terrible truths that will haunt you long after you've
set them down.

Room-Mates
Collects DEAD BODY ROAD #1-6. The men involved in his wife's death must now die. All of them. This volume collects the
entire DEAD BODY ROAD miniseries, a bruising story of one manÍs revenge and the dark road he travels.

Faces of Hope
NSFW- Not Suitable For Work or No Sexual Favors Withheld? Or both? Readers can be the judge of that in this brand-new 48
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page LOL romp from the provocative pencil of everyone's BFF, Rebecca. The playful pickles these teenage FWB's find
themselves in will leave anyone who picks this up exhausted and hungry for more - most definitely NSFW!

Infidel
At twenty-two, Chicagoan Nadine Kenney is thrilled to meet her future husband, Jamie, while vacationing in Florida. After a
whirlwind, long-distance romance, Nadine leaves her friends, family, and city to join Jamie in suburban Massachusetts. Once
married, they begin trying for a baby without knowing how hard that road will become. Nadine soon faces the little-known
horrors of IVF when a procedure causes severe internal bleeding, and she wakes up from emergency surgery with a six-inch
scar instead of a baby bump. In the difficult year that follows, anxiety and additional failed fertility treatments threaten her
new marriage and her mental state. By some saving grace, she eventually becomes pregnant naturally, but the horrors are
not over: her son is diagnosed with potentially terminal kidney complications. Ultimately, Nadine learns that in an
unpredictable life, the only thing she can be sure of is the healing power of hope.

The Piano Tuner
The Eros comics line is intended for mature readers and often contains adult language, sexual situations and nudity.Take a
walk down Mammary Lane with this scrumptious sequel to the best-selling 2 Hot Girls. This volume, collecting the entire fiveissue mini-series, overflows with artist Art Wetherell's large breasted women getting together in groups of two, three, or
more.

Complete Multiple Warheads TP
HENRY GAY shares a few of the letters Graham Kennedy wrote to him during their 50 year friendship which began in 1951
but, as so much has been written about the King of Australian Television , Henry decided to reveal a few odd things about
other people who crossed his path and a little bit of history about working in radio when it was called wireless.

Pajama Party
A small black sphere contains all the magic thatexists past, present, and future. Without it, two worlds would not survive:
aworld of enchantment called Rune and our own. Asa Stone, an unremarkable youngman in a place of

Peanut Butter Vol. 5
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From the pages of Invincible comes a Science Dog odyssey no fan should miss! Spanning time and space, watch Science
Dog fight fire with fire, evil with science! Collected from issues #1 and #2 of Science Dog

The Fall of Innocence
Featuring the finest in Jewish home cookery, a delectable assortment of traditional and nontraditional dishes includes nearly
six hundred recipes representing all aspects of Jewish culture, including tempting dishes for holiday celebrations, regional
specialties, old family favorites, and innovative new renditions of classics. Simultaneous.

Oblivion Song
The characters in this highly erotic graphic novel are more then just room-mates, much more. Readers will be amazed at
just how quickly they swap between themselves and they're not afraid to share with others at parties either. Gorgeous full
colour artwork with a knack for depicting irresistibly sweet chicas.

The Doctor's Recovery
The Lovely Bones meets Thirteen Reasons Why in this gorgeous, haunting, and tragic novel that examines the
crippling--and far-reaching--effects of one person's trauma on her family, her community, and herself. For the past eight
years, sixteen-year-old Emilia DeJesus has done her best to move on from the traumatic attack she suffered in the woods
behind her elementary school. She's forced down the memories--the feeling of the twigs cracking beneath her, choking on
her own blood, unable to scream. Most of all, she's tried to forget about Jeremy Lance, the boy responsible, the boy who
caused her such pain. Emilia believes that the crows who watched over her that day, who helped her survive, are still on
her side, encouraging her to live fully. And with the love and support of her mother, brother, and her caring boyfriend,
Emilia is doing just that. But when a startling discovery about her attacker's identity comes to light, and the memories of
that day break through the mental box in which she'd shut them away, Emilia is forced to confront her new reality and
make sense of shifting truths about her past, her family, and herself. A compulsively-readable tragedy that reminds us of
the fragility of human nature. Praise for The Fall of Innocence * "Sanchez deftly shows the long-lasting impact of the
assault. . . . An intimate and tragic look at how traumatic incidents affect individuals, their families, and others around
them." --Kirkus Reviews, STARRED REVIEW * "Sanchez writes with stunning detail, showcasing the beauty that can be found
in small moments, in family interactions, in nature, and in seemingly everyday objects. . . and illustrates how a trauma like
Emilia's has widespread effects." --School Library Journal, STARRED REVIEW "Emilia's inner world both captivates and
devastates." --Publishers Weekly "Internal and contemplative, [this novel's] haunting quality lingers." --Booklist
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Blue in Green
The dark and haunting portrayal of a youngmusician's pursuit of creative genius-- the monstrous nature of whichthreatens
to consume him as it did his predecessor half a century ago. Fromcreators Ram V (Grafity&

An English - French Military Dictionary
Bayba is one hot number. Just freshly sex-changed, she is ravenous for oral action and sets herself an unmatched goal: do
110 guys in a row, non-stop! Another gorgeous full color Baldazzini (Casa Howhard) tongue-in-cheek bit of raunchy fun!

Plutona
As ex-priest Daniel Kilgore and the spirit of his dead brother settle into their role as Haunt, the mysterious creature The
Apparition comes along and inexplicably chases the superhero.

Doctor! I'm Too Big!
This book is the "greatest hits" compilation of more than 100 French books, journals, papers and articles. It contains more
than 15000 key French economic, legal, medical, military, political, scientific, sociological terms and colloquial phrases. It
also contains important abbreviations. One look will convince you, the student or interpreter, of the value of this work!

Oversexed Eeveelutions #1
Chronicles those who eke out an existence after World War III, including Sexica, an organ hunter whose apartment is
destroyed by a hurtling abandoned aircraft and Nura, who is hunting for an organism who can regrow organs.

Teens at Play
Hope is a beautiful, educated ebony from Houston, Texas. She shows up without invitation and is unfazed by the opinion of
those around her. Hope doesn't seek permission to address her painful truths. Unceremoniously, she opens closet doors and
exposes skeletons. Hope's analysis of the sorry a** man will heal some wounds and pour salt into others. Nevertheless, she
continues to cling to her addiction. When the dust settles, she admits, without apology, she is an addict and her drug of
choice is the sorry a** man.
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